234 Participants at ENOG 14
Attendance by Country

60% Belarus
40% Other
ENOG Programme Committee

Jaap Akkerhuis, NLnetLabs
Alexander Asimov, Qrator Labs
Anton Baskov AB Architecture Bureau
Dmitry Belyavsky, Technical Center of Internet (TCI)
Dmitry Burkov, RIPE NCC Executive Board
Maxim Burtikov, RIPE NCC
Artyom Gavrichenkov, Qrator Labs
Yury Gugel
Taras Heychenko, Hostmaster LLC
Alexander Isavnin, The Open Net
Yuri Kargapolov, UANIC
Dmitry Kohmanyuk, .UA ccTLD registry Hostmaster
Pavel Lunin, GFI Informatique
Mikhail Mayorov, Megalink
Igor Milashevsky, The Open Net
Dmitry Morozovsky, RiNet
Sergey Myasoedov, NetArt Group (Chair)
Maarit Palovirta, Internet Society (ISOC)
Alex Semenyaka, RIPE NCC (Vice Chair)
Evgeny Zobnitsev, Factor Group

Thank you!
ENOG 14 Meeting Feedback

Let us know what you thought of the meeting:

www.enog.org/ru/feedback
www.enog.org/feedback
Join the Discussion

http://www.enog.org/mailing-list/
RIPE Meetings: connecting the Internet community
ripe75.ripe.net
Tonight’s Social Closing Reception

19:00 - 21:00
Marriott Minsk Hotel